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We report the design and measurement of superconducting/normal/superconducting �SNS� proximity dc
squids in the long-junction limit, i.e., superconducting loops interrupted by two normal metal wires, which are
roughly a micrometer long. Thanks to the clean interface between the metals, a large supercurrent flows
through the device at low temperature. The dc squidlike geometry leads to an almost complete periodic
modulation of the critical current through the device by a magnetic flux, with a flux periodicity of a flux
quantum h /2e through the SNS loop. In addition, we examine the entire field dependence, notably the low and
high field dependences of the maximum switching current. In contrast to the well-known Fraunhofer-type
oscillations typical of wide junctions, we find a monotonous Gaussian extinction of the critical current at high
field. As shown by Cuevas and co-workers �Phys. Rev. B 76, 064514 �2007�; Phys. Rev. Lett. 99, 217002
�2007��, this monotonous dependence is typical of long and narrow diffusive junctions. We also find in some
cases a puzzling reentrance at low field. In contrast, the temperature dependence of the critical current is well
described by the proximity effect theory, as found by Dubos et al. �Phys. Rev. B 63, 064502 �2001�; Phys. Rev.
Lett. 87, 206801 �2001�� on SNS wires in the long-junction limit. The switching current distributions and
hysteretic IV curves also suggest interesting dynamics of long SNS junctions with an important role played by
the diffusion time across the junction.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The proximity effect, or the penetration of superconduct-
ing correlations in a normal �nonsuperconducting� conductor
due to the proximity to a superconducting one, has been
shown to give normal conductor superconductinglike prop-
erties over a length that can be considerable at low tempera-
tures. This happens when the phase coherence length extends
beyond the length of the normal metal and when thermal
fluctuations are small enough. This quantum coherence of a
mesoscopic conductor then ensures that Andreev pairs,
which are pairs of time-reversed electrons, can propagate
over distances of the order of the phase coherence length in
the normal metal. Such a length is notably greater than the
superconducting coherence length �S

N=��DN /�, where � is
the superconducting gap and DN is the diffusion constant in
the normal metal. The normal conductors have ranged from
simple noble metals to semiconducting planes or wires, to
long or short molecules �carbon nanotubes, endohedral
fullerenes, and DNA�, down to individual atoms in break
junction geometries.1–4

One of the most remarkable consequences of the proxim-
ity effect is the propensity of a normal conductor well con-
nected to two superconductors with different phases to carry
a supercurrent, thereby demonstrating that Andreev pairs
carry superconducting correlations along with information
about the macroscopic phase of the superconductor at the
boundary. Depending on the length of the normal part, the
maximal supercurrent �called critical current Ic� that can be
carried is determined either by the superconducting gap of
the superconductor or by the characteristic energy of the nor-
mal metal, i.e., the so-called Thouless energy, which is given

by ETh=�DN /LN
2 in a diffusive conductor. Indeed, the critical

current at zero temperature has been shown5 to be given by
eRNIc�T=0�=2.07� in the case of short junctions �LN��S

N,
or equivalently, ETh��� and eRNIc�T=0�=10.82ETh in the
opposite limit of long junctions. More generally, the remark-
able point is that in the short-junction limit, the supercon-
ductor determines the properties of the proximity system,
and in the long-junction limit, it is the normal metal �via its
length, diffusion time, and coherence length� that determines
the proximity effect.

The interplay of the mesoscopic phase coherence in the
normal metal and the superconducting coherence due to the
nature of the superconducting state has led to the fabrication
of many interferometer devices. The experiments that
launched the development of the mesoscopic proximity ef-
fect mainly consisted of a normal metal loop, with nearby
superconducting islands.6,7 The resistance of these devices
was modulated by the magnetic field 1 or 2 orders of mag-
nitude more than the universal conductance fluctuations in
normal rings with no superconductor. However, no supercur-
rent was measured because normal leads connected the me-
soscopic devices. Interferometers in which a supercurrent
was obtained and modulated are much more recent and, in
most cases, do not use a noble metal as the normal part: the
nonsuperconducting part actually is made of a long molecule
such as carbon nanotubes3 or semiconducting wires.4 In
some cases, � junctions can be produced, either by the use of
a ferromagnet between superconductors or by the action of a
gate electrode, which modulates the population of the normal
part.

Interestingly, although many mesoscopic interferometers
have been devised with a normal metal between several
superconductors,6,7 no basic plain dc squid interferometer
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has yet been devised in the mesoscopic regime.8,9 In this
paper, we describe several proximity dc squids, i.e., super-
conducting loops with two normal metal bridges, ranging
from 0.75 to 1.9 �m long. We find that the IV curves are
hysteretic, which is a phenomenon that we attempt to explain
by the intrinsic dynamics of the diffusive normal metal. We
find that the temperature dependence of the critical current of
each long junction is in accordance with the theory of the
proximity effect, much like in the work of Dubos et al.10 The
field dependence is more original: In the proximity dc squid
configuration, the critical current is highly modulated by the
magnetic field. In both the single superconducting/normal/
superconducting �SNS� junction and the dc squid configura-
tion at large perpendicular magnetic field, the extinction of
the critical current with the field is monotonous and does not
show the interference pattern previously observed in wider
junctions.11–13 We present two theoretical models, which at-
tempt to explain this behavior by including the diffusive na-
ture of the normal metal. Finally, a surprising reentrance of
the critical current at low field is also observed in some
samples and remains unexplained.

The paper is arranged as follows: We first outline the
sample fabrication. Then, we describe the transition to the
fully developed proximity regime. We next present the
current-voltage curves at low and high temperatures and the
distribution of switching currents, and then discuss the dy-
namics of the SNS junctions. The temperature dependence of
the switching current follows. Then, we concentrate on the
magnetic field dependence of the switching current: We de-
tail the interference pattern in SNS dc squids at low fields;
the large scale monotonous field dependence for all samples
is then addressed and compared to theoretical predictions.
Finally, we report a surprising reentrance for some of the Al
based samples.

II. SAMPLE FABRICATION AND MEASUREMENT
APPARATUS

As a normal metal, we used 99.9999% pure gold, with a
content in magnetic impurities �Fe� smaller than 0.1 ppm.
Weak localization measurements in a simple wire made of
this same material �at a different time� determined a phase
coherence length of the order of 10 �m below 50 mK.14

Two different superconductors were used, either aluminum
or niobium �see Figs. 1 and 2�. The proximity wires and dc
squids made from Al and Au were obtained by conventional

double angle thermal evaporation through a suspended mask
in a vacuum of 10−6 mbar. The process with niobium as a
superconductor is more involved. We start with a bilayer of
50 nm thick thermally evaporated gold, which is covered by
a 200 nm thick layer of sputtered niobium, and cover the
bilayer with a 70 nm thick aluminum layer. With e-beam
lithography, we define and wet-etch open a window in the Al
mask through which we locally etch away the Nb using an
SF6 plasma. In a realignment step, we create a ring or wire
shaped Al mask around which the bilayer is removed by an
SF6 reactive ion etch followed by an argon ion beam etch.
Finally, the Al mask is removed and the samples are tested
before cooling down. The sample parameters, obtained via
scanning electron microscopy �SEM� visualization or trans-
port measurements, are gathered in Table I.

The length of the normal metal, which varies between
0.75 and 1.9 �m, is much greater than the superconducting
coherence length, �S

N=��DN /�, where � is the BCS super-
conducting energy gap �see the ratio � /ETh in Table I�. Thus,
the devices are in the long-junction regime, in which the
properties of the normal metal are known to determine the
proximity effect, rather than the properties of the
superconductor.15

The two superconductors used, i.e., Nb and Al, differ by
their transition temperature. The fabrication procedure also
produces different S/N interface conditions: In the Nb/Au
samples, the superconductor is a homogeneous bilayer of
Nb/Au and the normal metal is a bare Au region. In contrast,
in the angle-evaporated samples of Al/Au, the bare Au wires
contact a region where Au and Al overlap �see the SEM
image�. In addition, the Al loop is, at some point �depending
on the loop shape, see image�, covered by Au. Therefore, the
superconductor in this configuration is less homogeneous.

The geometry of the SNS long junction is similar to pre-
viously measured ones.10,16 To our knowledge, the simple
SNS dc squid geometry has not yet been reported in mesos-
copic samples. An SNS dc squid with submillimeter-wide

I
1.8µµµµm0.75µµµµm

FIG. 1. SEM images of the two Nb/Au/Nb SNS dc squids
Nb750 and Nb1200. Insufficient etching of the Nb in the central
part of the longest SNS squid �right image� causes the normal re-
gion to have a length of 1200 nm instead of 1800 nm.

FIG. 2. �Color online� SEM pictures of Al/Au/Al SNS wires and
SNS dc squids. From top to bottom wires Alw1250 and Alw1300
and from left to right: SNS dc squids Alsq1500, Alsq900, and
Alsq1900. The scale bar is 2 �m.
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junctions was, however, produced by Clarke and Paterson in
1971 �Ref. 9� in the aim of realizing an amplifier via a tuning
of the dc squid asymmetry. This will be detailed further in
this paper. Moreover, a more complex SNS dc squid with an
adjustable nonequilibrium population of the normal part was
realized by Baselmans et al.8 The simplest SNS dc squid
consists of a superconducting loop interrupted by two normal
metal wires. In our setup, superconducting leads in a four
wire configuration connect the loop. In comparison, the usual
dc squid is formed by a superconducting loop interrupted by
insulating tunnel barriers. A dc supercurrent flows through
such a dc squid, and its maximum value, i.e., the switching
current, is known to be periodically modulated by a magnetic
field, with a period of one flux quantum 	0=h /2e through
the loop area.

The measurements were conducted via room temperature
� filters, homemade cryogenic lossy coaxial cables leading
to the dilution stage, and 150 pF parallel capacitors on the
sample holder. The samples were current biased with a dc
current of up to 400 �A and a small ac current �a few ten to
hundred nanoamperes� at a few hundred hertz for differential
resistance measurements.

III. TRANSITION TEMPERATURES

The resistance of two Au/Nb dc squids is plotted in Fig. 3
as they are cooled to low temperature. The first resistance

TABLE I. Characteristics of the different samples. LN and W are, respectively, the length and width of the normal metal, which was 50
nm thick high purity �99.9999%� gold for all samples. ETh=�DN /LN

2 is the Thouless energy, with DN as the diffusion constant in the normal
metal. Note that �S

N=��DN /� is the superconducting coherence length determined from the gap of the superconductor, but using the

diffusion constant in the normal wire, so that it is evaluated via �S
N=LN

�ETh /�. The Al SNS wires �labeled Alwx, with x as the length of the
normal wire in nanometers� were all produced on the same chip and therefore should have the same material constants. This is also true for
the Al SNS dc squids �labeled Alsqx� and for the Nb SNS dc squids �labeled Nbx�. The superconducting gap � is deduced from the transition
temperature of the superconducting contacts using � /kB=1.76Tc. Is

max and Is
min are, respectively, the maximal and minimal switching currents

measured at the lowest temperature and correspond, respectively, to constructive �	 /	0=n� and destructive �	 /	0=n+1 /2� interferences
in the dc squids. Ir is the retrapping current �see text�. T� marks the transition temperature from classical to quantum �see text�.

Nb750 Nb1200 Alw900 Alw1300 Alw1250 Alsq900 Alsq1500 Alsq1900

Geometry SNS dc squid SNS dc squid SNS wire SNS wire SNS wire SNS dc squid SNS dc squid SNS dc squid

LN ��m� 0.75 1.2 0.9 1.3 1.25 0.9 1.5 1.9

W ��m� 0.4 0.4 0.125 0.125 0.125 0.13 0.15 0.2

� /kB �K� 16 16 2.8 2.8 2.8 2.8 2.8 2.8

ETh from high T fit �mK� 140 50 33 36 44 47 30 26

� /ETh 114 320 85 78 64 60 93 108

�S
N=LN

�ETh /� �nm� 70 67 100 150 156 116 155 180

RN from dV /dI �
� 0.4 0.7 5 5 6 2.6 3.3 3

Is
max ��A� 330 68 13 3.7 4.3 17 7.6 4.6

Is
min ��A� 170 26 9.2 1.8 0.6

Ir ��A� 75 16 1 0.6 0.6 1.3 1 0.45

b=eRNIs
max /ETh 11 11 22 6 7 11 10 6

Is / Ir 4.4 4.25 13 6.2 7.2 13 7.6 10.2
�2b 4.7 4.7 6.6 3.5 3.8 4.7 4.5 3.5

T� �mK� 100 40 35 20 25 35 21 14

0 2 4 6 8 10 12
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FIG. 3. �Color online� Resistance of the two Nb/Au/Nb proxim-
ity dc squids versus temperature during cool down with no applied
magnetic field. The configuration is a four-wire measurement. The
first transition around 9 K is the superconducting transition of nio-
bium. The transition at the lower temperature �around 5 K for the
shortest wire and 2 K for the longest one� is the transition of the
gold wire from normal to a proximity-induced superconducting
state. Temperatures are only approximate above 4 K due to poor
calibration of the thermometer in this range.
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drop corresponds to the transition to a superconducting state
of the Nb/Au bilayer around 9.5 K. Below the transition
temperature, the resistance varies by less than 10% over a
large temperature range. The final resistance drop to a zero
resistance state occurs at a lower temperature. This tempera-
ture corresponds to the temperature below which the super-
current through the normal wire is measurable. The wire
should therefore be phase coherent, and thermal fluctuations
should be sufficiently small. This is realized when the tem-
perature is smaller than the Josephson energy of the junction
EJ�T�= �� /2e�Ic�T�.17 Then, the supercurrent decays roughly
as e−T/�10ETh� �see corresponding section�. We find that the
final resistance drop occurs at temperatures between 20ETh
and 40ETh depending on the samples.

The behavior of the three Al/Au SNS wires, which are
plotted in Fig. 4, is similar.

IV. IV CURVES AND DIFFERENTIAL RESISTANCE

A. Experimental curves at low temperature

Typical V�I� curves are shown in Fig. 5 for an SNS dc
squid at two magnetic fields, one in which the interference
between both branches is constructive �	 /	0=n� and the
other in which the interference is destructive �	 /	0=n
+1 /2�, with n as an integer. Single SNS junctions in the long
limit have similar IV curves �not shown�. As the current is
increased, a supercurrent flows �zero voltage drop� up to a
value called the switching current �denoted as Is�, above
which a voltage drop appears, and the junction is said to
have switched to the resistive branch. As the current is de-

creased, the switch from the resistive branch to the supercon-
ducting one occurs at a current called the retrapping current
�denoted as Ir�, which is much smaller than the switching
current: The IV curves are strongly hysteretic, as found in
previous experiments.10,16,18 The value of the retrapping cur-
rent does not depend on how far we sweep the dc current;
nor does it depend on the temperature �for low enough tem-
peratures, see Fig. 8�, in stark contrast with the switching
current, as described in the next section.

Equivalently, the differential resistance as a function of
the dc current is shown in Fig. 6 for an SNS dc squid. The
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FIG. 4. �Color online� Resistance of three Al/Au/Al wires as a
function of the temperature during cool down with no applied mag-
netic field. Sample Alw1250 is measured in a four-wire configura-
tion, Alw1300 and Alw900 were measured in a three-wire configu-
ration, and constant resistances of 79 and 72 
, respectively,
corresponding to the resistance of one lead, have been subtracted.
The double transition at 1.6 and 1 K for samples Alw900 and
Alw1300 is due to their geometry, in which part of the supercon-
ducting wire is made of pure Al with a critical temperature of 1.6 K
and part is made of an Al/Au bilayer with a critical temperature of
1 K. Inset: Zoom of the transition to the zero-resistance state of
Alw1250 and Alw1300.
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FIG. 5. �Color online� Typical V�I� curves of SNS dc squids at
two magnetic fields, one in which the interference between both
branches is constructive �	 /	0=n� and the other in which the in-
terference is destructive �	 /	0=n+1 /2�, showing maximum and
minimum switching currents. In both cases, the hysteresis is clearly
visible and characterized by a large ratio �roughly 3� between
switching current Is and retrapping current Ir. The sample measured
here is the shortest Au/Nb dc squid Nbsq750. The V�I� curves for
the SNS wires are similar. Inset: IV curve of the same sample at 1.2
K, where there is no hysteresis. The shape of the curve corresponds
to the square-root dependence expected in the overdamped regime,
i.e., Q�1 �continuous line�.
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FIG. 6. �Color online� Differential resistance of the shortest
Au/Nb dc squid �Nbsq750� at maximum and minimum switching
currents at 60 mK.
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resistance in the normal state �i.e., when the current through
the wire is larger than the critical current� varies with the
current by a few percent in the Nb samples and much more
in the Al samples probably because of inhomogeneities in the
Al and Al/Au superconducting leads, which can generate
phase slips. Some features on the down curve before retrap-
ping �strongly fluctuating differential resistance just before
retrapping and resistance bump at 140 �A� are still not fully
understood but should be explained by the dynamics of an
SNS junction out of equilibrium.10,19

In the following paragraphs, we address the questions of
the value of the switching current, which is 10%–20%
smaller than the critical current of the junction, the degree of
hysteresis in the IV curves, and the fluctuation in the switch-
ing current for a given junction, field, and temperature.

B. Dynamics of the superconducting/normal/superconducting
junction: The RSJ model adapted to superconducting/

normal/superconducting junctions

1. Hysteretic IV curves in superconducting/normal/
superconducting junctions

The IV curves are well understood in superconductor/
insulator/superconductor �SIS� tunnel junctions, which are
modeled by a Josephson element in parallel with a capaci-
tance and a resistive element �the so-called resistively
shunted junction �RSJ� model; see, for instance, Ref. 20�.
The elements of the circuit lead to a dynamical equation for
the superconducting phase of the junction � given by

�̈ +
1

�R
�̇ + p

2�sin��� −
I

Ic
� = 0. �1�

Here, p=1 /�LKC, where LK is the kinetic inductance given
by LK=�0 /2�Ic and �R=RC controls the charge relaxation
through the junction. The state of the junction is represented
by a particle whose position is the phase evolving in a tilted
oscillating potential U���=−EJ�cos �+ I / Ic��. The slope is
the biasing current and the height of the barrier is related to
the Josephson energy EJ= �� / �2e��Ic. The time scale �R
=RC represents friction for the particle. In the nonresistive
state, the particle is trapped in a local minimum and oscil-
lates at the plasma frequency p /2�. Increasing the current
increases the slope of the potential and decreases the barrier
height. Eventually, the particle escapes at Is� Ic. The hyster-
esis is understood within this model. At high dc bias, the ac
Josephson current oscillating at the Josephson frequency J
=h /2 eV flows entirely through the capacitance and does
not affect the IV curve, which is determined by the resistance
and is linear. At lower voltage corresponding to J�p,
there is a nonlinear contribution of the ac to the IV curve,
which increases with decreasing bias. This gives rise to a
negative contribution to the differential conductance, leading
to hysteretic current biased V�I� curves.21 This reasoning
leads to Is / Ir	RCp=Q and explains why the retrapping
current can be much smaller than the switching current if
�R�1 /p or Q�1.

2. Damping and hysteretic IV curves in superconducting/
normal/superconducting junctions

However, this model is not directly applicable to the ex-
periments on SNS junctions. The sin��� term should, of
course, be replaced by a nonharmonic current-phase relation.
However, in addition, the resistance and geometrical capaci-
tance of SNS junctions �where R is a few ohms22 and C is
roughly 10−16 fF� would correspond to Q�1. In this so-
called overdamped regime,23 the expected I�V� dependence
is V=�I2− Ic

2, and no sharp switching or hysteresis should be
observed.20 Experimentally, at low temperature, we find Is / Ir
between 3 and 7 �see Table I�, and in other groups, hysteresis
is always observed at low temperature �Dubos et al.12 found
8 and Anthore found between 5 and 6 �Ref. 18��. A similar
discrepancy has already been pointed out in superconducting
weak links by Song.24 The large hysteresis was explained by
the fact that the pair relaxation time in the weak link was no
longer given by RC but by h /�. Following this analysis and
as suggested by Ryazanov,25 we replace the RC time by the
diffusion time of the Andreev pairs in the normal region �D
=� /ETh. A comparison to the RSJ model is then achieved by
replacing the capacitance with an effective capacitance Ceff

=�D /R. This yields Ic / Ir=�2e /hRNIc /�D=�2eRNIc /ETh

=�2b. Table I shows that the measured ratio at low tempera-
ture is indeed of the order of this value.26

Note that heating of the sample once the SNS junction has
switched to the resistive state will also cause hysteretic IV
curves: The power injected in the normal wire may not be
entirely dissipated by the substrate and superconducting con-
tact phonons at low temperature, and heat conduction by the
superconducting contacts is weak because of the supercon-
ducting gap. It is therefore probable that the electron tem-
perature as the current is ramped down after switching is
higher than before switching so that the experimental retrap-
ping current may be smaller than the intrinsic retrapping cur-
rent.

Since both heating and intrinsic charge relaxation depend
on the wire length �although with different power laws�, it is
difficult at this stage to exactly determine the relative contri-
bution of each effect to the hysteresis. However, the very
shape of the IV curve is a clear indication that these SNS
junctions are intrinsically hysteretic since a nonhysteretic
�overdamped� junction would have a square-root dependence

V=R�I2− Ic
2 of the V�I� curve,20 which is in contrast to the

sharp jump observed at the transition in our junctions at low
temperature. In addition, we find that the hysteresis ampli-
tude only weakly depends on the flux through the squid: In
the example of Fig. 6, going from constructive to destructive
interference changes the switching current by a factor of 2,
but the amplitude of the hysteresis Is / Ir is reduced by
roughly one-third. One would expect the hysteresis to be
much more affected if it were caused by heating.27

Finally, measurements of the noise spectrum of long dif-
fusive SNS junctions by Hoffmann et al.16 suggest that the
electron temperature is much less than 500 mK, even in the
retrapping branch.

It is therefore safe to conclude that although electron heat-
ing may contribute to the hysteresis in the IV curve, intrinsic
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hysteresis is also present and most likely due to the relatively
slow dynamics of the phase and charge in the long normal
wire.

The inset of Fig. 5 shows that the hysteresis disappears at
higher temperatures. This could be due to a lower Ic and to a
more efficient heat dissipation at higher temperature, and
therefore decreased heating. However, it may also be ex-
plained by the fact that the quality factor Q depends on tem-
perature via the square-root dependence of the plasma fre-
quency p upon Ic �see Table II�. In the case of this sample
Nb750, the switching current is divided by 8 between low
temperature and 1 K, and the quality factor should thus lose
a factor �8	3, bringing the quality factor to 1 at 1 K, which
corresponds to a strong damping and a nonhysteretic curve
with square root V�I� dependence, as observed in Fig. 5.

3. Fluctuations of switching current

Since the escape is a stochastic process, the values of the
switching current Is, at which the junction switches from its
superconducting to normal state, are characterized by a cer-
tain dispersion, which is related to the thermal activation or
the quantum tunneling of the fictitious particle through the
barrier. The dynamics of the SNS junction therefore also
determines the probability distribution of the switching cur-
rent.

We have measured the histograms of the switching cur-
rent, following the technique used by Devoret et al.28 The
current is repeatedly swept �at a frequency of f =65 Hz�
from a small negative current to Imax� Ic, and the current at
which a finite voltage appears is recorded. Figure 7 shows a
histogram of the switching current for a Nb/Au ring at
	 /	0=n+1 /2. The histograms of Al/Au junctions are simi-
lar. As expected from a switching phenomenon, the histo-
gram is asymmetric, falling off more sharply at higher cur-
rents. The histogram is narrow, with �Is / Is roughly 1/1000.

Following the previous description of the hysteresis, in
which the geometrical capacitance C is replaced by an effec-
tive one �D /R, we can extrapolate the SIS theory to the SNS
case. All the characteristic scales for SIS junctions and their
correspondence for SNS junctions are listed in Table II.

Garg29 calculated the width of the switching histogram of
SIS junctions. This width depends on the damping and the
origin of the escape rate �thermal or quantum�. In the under-
damped regime, which is our situation �see Table II�, at high
temperature, the particle should escape by thermal activation
and the width is given by �Is / Is	�T /EJ�2/3, but below a
temperature T�=�p /2�kB of the order of ETh, the particle
escapes by quantum tunneling and the width of the histogram
is expected to be �Is / Is	�ETh /EJ�4/5. Extrapolating these re-
sults to the SNS junction, the expected width is proportional
to �T /EJ�2/3= �RN /RQ ·T /ETh�2/3 in the thermally activated re-
gime and proportional to �ETh /EJ�4/5= �RN /RQ�4/5 in the
quantum regime. The predicted widths are therefore of the
order of �Is / Is=1 /1000, as found experimentally at low tem-
peratures. The 2/3 power law, however, in the thermally ac-
tivated regime is not really found experimentally �see Fig. 7�
in the shortest-junction Nb/Au ring.

V. TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE, THOULESS ENERGY,
AND NORMAL STATE RESISTANCE

The critical current is predicted15,30 to reach eRNIc�T=0�
=10.82ETh in the limit of infinitely long junctions �� /ETh
=�� and to be given by eRNIc�T=0�=bETh, with b smaller
than 10.82 but within a few percent as soon as � /ETh�10.
The ratios b=eRNIs /ETh at the lowest temperature �16 mK
for Nbsq and Alsq samples, 60 mK for Alw samples� are
listed in Table I and are within 50% of this value. The main
uncertainty in calculating the ratio is in determining the nor-
mal state resistance. The Thouless energy ETh is extracted
with greater confidence from the temperature dependence of
the switching current, as explained in the next paragraph.

The switching current can thus be defined �rather equiva-
lently� as either the average or the most probable value out of
a series of measurements and is plotted for 2000 measure-

TABLE II. Comparison between quantities determining the
switching process for SIS and SNS junctions. Here, RQ=h /e2 and
b=eRNIc /ETh.

SIS SNS

eRNIc � bETh

EJ �� / �2e��Ic �� / �2e��Ic= b
4�

RQ

R ETh

�R RC � /ETh

EC e2 /C 2�
R

RQ
ETh

�p
��2eIc /C �2bETh

Q pRC �2b

kBT� �p / �2�� �2b
2� ETh
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FIG. 7. �Color online� Left panel: Switching current Is and
width of the histogram �standard deviation �SD�� as a function of
temperature for the short Nb dc squid �Nbsq750� at 	=0. Right
panel: ratio of SD / Is, compared to a linear and a T2/3 dependence.
Fitting functions �continuous lines� are 103SD / Is=0.1+T2/3 and
103SD / Is=1.18�T+T0�, with T0=128 mK. Inset: Histogram of the
switching current for 	 /	0=n+1 /2 for the shortest junction
Nb/Au ring at T=60 mK. The total number of counts is 2000.
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ments as a function of temperature in Fig. 8. As is clear in
Fig. 8, the decay of switching current above a few hundred
millikelvins is roughly exponential: i.e., Is	e−T/�ETh, with �
of order 9.30 We used an approximate high temperature ex-
pansion �i.e., Eq. �1� of Dubos et al.,10 which is valid when
kBT�5ETh� to determine the Thouless energy and the normal
state resistance �dashed lines�. The full temperature depen-
dence, which is obtained by a numerical integration of the
Usadel equations using the determined Thouless energy, is
also plotted as a continuous line in Fig. 8. For both Al and
Nb samples, the high temperature decay of the switching
current is well described by the Usadel calculation. At low
temperatures, however, the predicted switching current is
larger than that experimentally found �by roughly a factor of
2, for instance, 100 �A instead of 70 �A for the longest Nb
dc squid �Nbsq1200� and 500 �A instead of 250 �A for the
shortest dc squid �Nbsq750��. The deviations from the theo-
retical prediction occur below 400 mK for the longest junc-
tion and below 200 mK for the shortest one. The switching
current saturates at lower temperatures. We have no explana-
tion for the deviations from theory at temperatures that are
relatively high: Although the electronic temperature may be
higher than the phonon temperature of the mixing chamber at
the lowest temperatures �16–50 or 100 mK�, it is improbable
that the electron temperature be very different than the pho-
non temperature at temperatures higher than 100 mK.31

The fitting parameters RN and ETh are given in Table I, as
well as the value of the ratio eRNIs /ETh. The normal state
resistance RN extracted from the fit is somewhat �50%�
smaller than that extracted from the dV /dI curves, and the
eRNIs /ETh product is also roughly 50% less than the maxi-
mum value of 10.82, which is expected at zero temperature

for an infinitely long normal wire and a perfect transparency.
The role of nonperfect transparency of the

superconducting/normal �SN� interface was investigated in
Ref. 32. Numerical integration of the Usadel equations
shows that the main effect of a nontransparent interface is to
renormalize the Thouless energy and to decrease the region
of current saturation: Thus, an imperfect interface could not
explain the slower variations with the temperature of the
switching current at low temperature for the shortest Nb
sample, as compared to the switching current variations:
Whereas the switching current decays practically exponen-
tially, the histogram width practically does not change with
temperature at roughly 0.5% of IS.

VI. MAGNETIC FIELD DEPENDENCE

The variations of the switching current in a perpendicular
magnetic field are central to our investigation. As for the
conventional SIS dc squids, the SNS dc squid samples have
a periodically oscillating switching current, whose period
corresponds to a flux quantum 	0=h /2e through the loop
area, as shown in Figs. 9–13. There are, however, features of
the field dependence that have not been reported before, for
instance, the absence of the Fraunhofer pattern in the de-
crease of switching current at larger field: The decay is mo-
notonous and practically Gaussian with a field scale of one
or several flux quanta through the normal wire.

A. Modulation of the switching current by the magnetic field:
The superconducting/normal/superconducting dc squid

First, we focus on the proximity dc squid interference
patterns, as shown in Figs. 9 and 10, and compare them to
the theory of a regular dc squid made of two tunnel SIS
junctions in parallel.20 The critical current Ic, which is the
switching current in the absence of fluctuations, is given by

Ic
2 = �I1 − I2�2 + 4I1I2 cos2
�

	

	0
� �2�

=I1
2 + I2

2 + 2I1I2 cos
2�
	

	0
� , �3�

with I1 and I2 as the critical currents of the two junctions and
	 as the magnetic flux threading the squid loop. This critical
current thus periodically oscillates with the field with a pe-
riod of one flux quantum 	0=h /2e through the squid loop.
The oscillation amplitude is maximum in symmetric squids
and is reduced in squids whose junctions have different criti-
cal currents. The relative amplitude in noninductive squids is
given by

ras =
Ic

max − Ic
min

Ic
max =

2 min�I1,I2�
I1 + I2

. �4�

Such dc squid behavior is indeed demonstrated in our SNS
dc squids, as shown in Figs. 9–13. Supercurrents of up to
330 �A are modulated by 45%–88% �see Table I�. The in-
complete modulation, which corresponds to a ratio I1 / I2 be-
tween 1.3 and 3.4, can be attributed to slight differences in
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FIG. 8. �Color online� Switching and retrapping currents as
functions of temperature for both Nb dc squids at the maximal
switching current �comparison between experiment and theory�.
The filled dots and squares are the data points. The dashed lines are
fits to the high temperature formula for the proximity effect �see Eq.
�1� of Dubos et al. �Ref. 10�, from which the Thouless energy is
deduced�. The black lines are the numerical solutions to the Usadel
equations using the Thouless energy deduced from the high tem-
perature fit. The hysteresis disappears �i.e., the switching and retrap-
ping currents are equal� at a temperature close to 11ETh.
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the geometry of the two normal wires to which the critical
current is very sensitive. Indeed, the critical current of a long
SNS junction scales as the inverse cube of the normal wire
length.

The inductances L1 and L2 of the two branches of the
squid also come into play in determining the shape of the
modulation curve since they act to screen the external flux
	ext by �	=L1i1−L2i2, where i1 and i2 are the currents
through the two branches of the squid �and i1+ i2= I�. In sym-
metric squids with L1=L2, the screening induced is zero for
fields corresponding to the maximum switching current since
the flux induced by the screening current in one branch is
exactly canceled by the flux induced by the same current in
the other branch. The maximum effect of the screening flux
produced by the inductance corresponds to half a flux quan-
tum in the loop 	ext /	0� 1 / 2mod 1. This explains the de-
viations from the simple cosine dependence seen in some
samples �see, for instance, Fig. 10�. In some cases, which
correspond to L1�L2, asymmetries with respect to reversals
of the magnetic field or current are clearly visible �see Fig.
11�. The switching currents Is

up and Is
dn measured on the posi-

tive and negative current branches of V�I� �while increasing
the absolute value of the current in both cases� differ at a
finite magnetic field by

Is
up�− H� � Is

up�H� ,

Is
dn�− H� � Is

dn�H� . �5�

However, as expected from the global time reversal sym-
metry of the experiment, Is

up�H�=−Is
dn�−H�. These asymme-

tries have previously been calculated in Ref. 33 and mea-
sured in S / I /S dc squids.34 They were also exploited by
Clarke and Paterson9 in larger area SNS dc squids: The au-
thors controllably adjusted the asymmetry of the two super-
conducting branches and verified the corresponding asym-
metry in the Is�	� curves. The current modulation in those

SNS dc squids was less than 5%. As expected for self-
inductance effects, the asymmetry and anharmonic distortion
of the periodic oscillations are largest in samples with the
largest critical current.

One also expects the intrinsic nonharmonicity of the
current-phase relation of an SNS junction to cause a distor-
tion in the switching current vs the field curve of an SNS dc
squid: The amplitude of the mth harmonic in the 	0 periodic
current phase relation is predicted15 to vary like 1 /m2 and
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FIG. 9. �Color online� Switching current of Alsq1900 SNS dc
squid as a function of the magnetic field at T=16 mK �circles� and
fit to Eq. �3� �line� showing the dc squidlike behavior. Here, I1

=2.1 �A and I2=2.7 �A.
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FIG. 10. �Color online� Dots: Switching current over three mag-
netic field periods for the longest Nb dc squid Nbsq1200, which is
measured at 60 mK. The lines are the simulated curves correspond-
ing to the same maximum switching current of 70 �A: The black
dotted curve corresponds to a noninductive squid with identical
junctions �the same critical current�, the red dashed-dotted curve
corresponds to a noninductive squid with different junctions, and
the green line corresponds to a squid with identical junctions but
two inductive branches with identical inductance L=6 pH.
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FIG. 11. �Color online� Sample Alsq900; comparison between
the positive switching current in the up sweep �increasing current,
red square symbols� and the negative switching current in the down
sweep �decreasing current, black round sumbols�. The black curve
with small open dots is the transformation of the down switching
curve via the time reversal operation T�Is
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dn�−H� and is

seen to be superimposed on Is
up�H�, as expected from the global

time- reversal symmetry of the experiment.
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should therefore be detected at least up to the third order.
However, it is straightforward to show that the critical cur-
rent of an SNS dc squid with two symmetrical junctions is
insensitive to even harmonics so that the harmonics content
of the current-phase relation does not easily show up. To
specifically test the anharmonicity of the current-phase rela-
tion in a long SNS junction, a strongly asymmetric setup
with one reference SIS harmonic junction, such as the
quantronium,35 would, in principle, be more adequate. How-
ever, it would still be sensitive to self-inductance effects for
large supercurrents.36 Therefore, the best way to measure the
various harmonics of the current phase relation of long me-
tallic junctions is to directly measure the magnetic orbital
response of a simple SNS ring, as was done recently using a
magnetic Hall probe technique.37

B. Decrease of the critical current at high field

We now discuss the decrease of the switching current on
larger field scales. Experimentally, for the SNS dc squids,
this large field scale behavior is extracted from the envelope
of the oscillations, which in practice, are the maxima as a
function of the field. In the following, we neglect the effect
of the asymmetries in the squids and consider that the behav-
ior in the field of these maxima is equivalent to the behavior
in the field of a single SNS junction.

The first observation is that we do not observe the Fraun-
hofer diffraction pattern encountered in many experiments
on wider and shorter SIS and SNS junctions.11,38,39 Instead,
we find a monotonous decay for all samples. In most cases,
the decay is approximately Gaussian, with a field scale of
one or a few flux quanta through the normal metal wire.

Qualitatively, in a semiclassical picture, the decay can be
seen as due to dephasing induced by the magnetic field: Dif-
ferent diffusive Andreev paths in the normal metal acquire
different phases. If the junction is wide, the phase along the
NS boundary also varies, but in the limit of a normal wire
much longer than it is wide, only the phase acquired during

the propagation across the normal metal is relevant.
Quantitatively, the average of the phase factor ��C�

=CA� d�l /	0 acquired along a path C has been determined
analytically in the one-dimensional �1D� limit �i.e., normal
wire length LN, which is much greater than width W� using
the solution of the field dependent diffusion equation.40 This
leads to

Ic�H� = Ic�0�
�
�3

H
H0

sinh �
�3

H
H0

, �6�

where H0=	0 /WLN corresponds to a flux quantum through
the normal part of the SNS junction �and 	0=h / �2e��. This
calculation does not take into account the modification of the
density of states in the normal wire. These experiments have
also stimulated a full treatment of the proximity effect within
the framework of the quasiclassical theory of superconduc-
tivity for diffusive systems.32 In this approach, the descrip-
tion of the magnetic field dependence of the critical current
for an arbitrary ratio between the wire length and its width
requires, in general, solving the two-dimensional �2D�
Usadel equations. However, in the 1D limit �LN�W�, one
can show that the magnetic field simply enters as a pair-
breaking mechanism described by a depairing time �H
=6�2 / �DNe2W2H2�. In this limit, the numerical results for the
critical current for perfectly transmissive interfaces can be fit
by a Gaussian function at low fields �H /H0�3�,

Ic�H� = Ic�0�exp − �a�H/H0�2� . �7�

The coefficient a is worth 0.24 at zero temperature and de-
creases as T increases �see right panel of Fig. 15�.

For low fields �H /H0�2�, the semiclassical calculation
�Eq. �6�� is also well approximated by a Gaussian, but the
coefficient in the exponent is 0.55 instead of 0.24.
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FIG. 12. �Color online� Switching the current as a function of
the magnetic field for Al SNS dc squid Alsq1500 at 17 mK. The line
is a Gaussian. A flux quantum through the normal wire corresponds
to a field H0=88 G.
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FIG. 13. �Color online� Switching the current of the short-
junction Nb/Au dc squid Nbsq750 as a function of the magnetic
field at 60 mK. The black line is a Gaussian. A flux quantum
through the normal wire corresponds to a field H0=66 G.
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On the other hand, the numerical solution of the 2D Us-
adel equations shows that as the width increases, there is an
onset of a magnetic interference pattern, i.e., the critical cur-
rent does not monotonously decay with the field but it exhib-
its oscillations.32 Finally, when the width becomes compa-
rable to the length �W�LN�, one recovers the well-known
Fraunhofer pattern, where the critical current vanishes at
multiples of 	0.

The ratio LN /W of our samples is, respectively, 2 and 3
for the short and long Nb samples and exceeds 7 for all Al
samples �see Table I�. To compare experiment and theory, we
thus computed the predicted field dependence of the maxi-
mal switching current by using the Usadel equations with the
experimental aspect ratio of the junctions. The calculated
curves for both Nb SNS dc squids and two Al SNS samples
are plotted in Fig. 14. It can be seen that the decay of the
switching current is only qualitatively described by a theory.
In particular, the theory predicts that the widest Nb/Au/Nb
junction should exhibit relatively large oscillations of the
maximum switching current with the field, which is not
found in the experiment. It is also seen in the two lower
panels that samples with identical aspect ratios can have very
different field dependence scales.

Finally, we note that a similar monotonous decay of the
switching current of an SNS wire was observed very recently
in an applied parallel magnetic field and explained similarly
by the depairing action of the magnetic field.41

One possible explanation for these discrepancies is the
screening of the magnetic field by the superconducting con-
tacts, as well as by the normal parts. Screening by the super-
conductor focuses the magnetic flux lines through the normal

metal, leading to a smaller H0. On the other hand, screening
by the normal metal tends to lead toward flux expulsion and
a larger H0. We have not yet included these effects in the
calculations.

Figure 15 shows the field dependence of sample Alsq1500
at several temperatures, the temperature dependence of the
Gaussian coefficient, and the comparison with the coeffi-
cients predicted by the Usadel equations. Here, experiment
and theory also differ, which is a fact that may be due to the
temperature dependence of screening of the magnetic field.

C. Reentrant behavior at low field and low temperature

Certain samples exhibit a surprising increase of the
switching current at low magnetic field �below 20 G, see Fig.
16� and at temperatures below 150 mK. A qualitatively simi-
lar effect but on a very different field scale was already ob-
served on narrow superconducting wires made of MoGe and
Ge �Ref. 42� and explained by the phase breaking of Cooper
pairs induced by spin flip scattering on magnetic
impurities.43,44 Such spin flip scattering disappears when the
magnetic moments are polarized under a magnetic field such
that �BB=kBT. This would correspond to a field of a few
hundred gauss in the present experiment, which is more than
an order of magnitude larger than observed. Similar anoma-
lies at low field were also reported by Xiong et al.45 in nar-
row superconducting wires and attributed to phase fluctua-
tions of the superconducting order parameter. Moreover, very
recently,46 such anomalies were found in only the thinnest
superconducting Al wires �less than 20 nm wide�. Other pos-
sible explanations include the following.
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FIG. 14. �Color online� Field dependence of the normalized
switching current for all samples at lowest temperatures and com-
parison with theory. For the samples with the squid geometry, the
data points are the local maxima of the full �modulated� curves. The
four panels correspond to four different aspect ratios of the normal
wires. The continuous lines are the theoretical predictions of the
Usadel equations at zero temperature for the exact aspect ratio of
the junction. The prediction of the 1D semiclassical calculation �Eq.
�6�� is the thin line. The vertical scale is logarithmic and the hori-
zontal axis is the square of the magnetic field normalized by the
field H0, which corresponds to a flux quantum through the wire
surface.
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�a� Quantum interference in the normal part of the junc-
tion. They are known to lead to weak localization corrections
of the conductance in the absence of the proximity effect.
The correction is of the order of e2 /h, which, for a wire of
roughly 1 
−1, corresponds to �i

i 	10−4, i.e., much less than
the 10% or 20% observed in the experiment. Moreover, the
reentrance disappears above the temperature corresponding
to the Thouless energy to which weak localization is not
sensitive.

�b� Flux trapping in the superconducting wires during
cooling of the samples. This can probably be excluded since
no irreversibility or hysteresis is associated with this unusual
field dependence.

�c� A last possibility could be a magnetic orbital effect in
the form of quasiparticle persistent current loops, giving rise
to strong paramagnetic orbital contributions similar to what

was observed in hybrid N/S cylinders at very low
temperatures.47,48

It is noteworthy that this reentrance of Is�H� is only
present in the aluminum SNS junctions or squids, which
have an abrupt interface between the normal and supercon-
ducting regions, and was never observed in the Nb junctions,
in which the Au is also present under the Nb electrodes. It
also occurs only in normal junctions whose length is between
1.2 and 1.5 �m and was not detected in shorter or longer
wires.

VII. CONCLUSION

The SNS dc squid resembles its SIS counterpart, with a
strong modulation of its switching current by the magnetic
field, with a periodicity of one flux quantum in the loop.
However, it also has unique features, such as a large switch-
ing current due to the low impedance of the normal metal.
The IV curves and switching current histograms, because
they depend on the intrinsic response functions of the normal
metal wire, suggest the importance of investigating the dy-
namics of the Andreev states on time scales of the order of
the diffusive time. In contrast to the SIS dc squid, the length
and width of the normal part of the junctions can be varied at
will. In the samples presented in this paper, the aspect ratio
of the normal wires places them in the 1D or narrow 2D
limit. We have shown that in this limit, the decay of switch-
ing current at high field does not show an oscillating inter-
ference pattern typical of wider junctions, but instead mo-
notonously decays in a Gaussian-like manner. Finally, some
samples have a surprising increase of switching current at
low field, which is still not well understood.
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